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I sat down to write my first article for the Moose International web site and was not sure where to 
start.  But I got to thinking about how I got to the position of International Moose Legion 
President and the many people who have helped me along the way and to this I say “thank you”!  
I was thinking about what we have done to earn our Fellowship Degrees and our Pilgrim Degrees.  
These degrees are not handed out like candy.  Moose members have to have had a great desire to 
serve the Lodge and their Moose Legion as well as the Moose Fraternity as a whole.  But 
sometimes I wonder what would happen to our degrees if we had to re-qualify every few years.   
 
When I received my Fellowship Degree (like many of you), you had to be an officer or a 
chairman for your Lodge.  You had to have sponsored 10 members in to the Moose (lifetime) or 
sponsored 5 members in one year.  You had to be active in your Moose Legion and were judged 
on what great things you had accomplished.  When I received the Pilgrim Degree, it was for 
outstanding service to the Order at your lodge, your Moose Legion, your state association, etc.   
 
Let us go back to the re-qualifying question.  Fellows and Pilgrims, when was the last time you 
sponsored 5 members in one year?  When was the last time you chaired a committee in your 
lodge or even helped on a special committee?  Or more important, when was the last time you 
attended a LOOM membership meeting?  When was the last time you attended a quarterly Moose 
Legion Celebration or sponsored a new Moose Legionnaire?  When was the last time you 
attended a Lodge Moose Legion Committee meeting at your lodge?  When was the last time you 
went to your lodge and help cook for the monthly fish fry or the monthly Moose Legion 
breakfast? 
 
I hear many times this remark when I ask these questions.  “I have done my time.  I do not have 
to do that anymore.”  Maybe we do not have to serve on the Board of Officers of our lodge or 
serve on the Board of Directors of our Moose Legions, but that does not mean we can not attend 
these meetings and functions.  You, as Fellows and Pilgrims, could use your expertise and 
experiences to help guide and mentor our lodge officers and Moose Legion Directors.  Just your 
presence in your Pilgrim jacket or your Fellowship blazer could help “jump start” a new or 
potential member in your lodge or Moose Legion.   
 
Our theme this year is “Back to the Basics”.  What is more basic than our Pilgrims, Fellows, and 
Moose Legionnaires leading the way?  What is more basic than our degree holders being the 
members to serve on the retention committees in our lodges and Moose Legions?  “Back to the 
Basics” means we are in need of focusing on service and membership.  When you sit down in 
your “easy chair” tonight, pick up your phone and your arrears lists and make a couple of phone 
calls to past due members and find out why they have chosen not to renew their dues.  Many may 
have just forgotten.  Remind them that the Moose Fraternity has not changed it’s ideals since the 
member joined the Moose.  If something has changed, more than likely it changed at their Lodge.  
You can help by finding out the problem and start the process of fixing the problem. 
 
In closing, I would like to ask you to sit down and review your service to your lodge and your 
Moose Legion since you have received your Fellowship or your Pilgrim Degree.  Have you 
continued to serve the Moose just like before you earned these degrees?  If you had to, could you 
re-qualify to keep your Pilgrim or Fellowship Degrees?  Start to re-qualify TODAY! 
 
Bruce L Snider 
International Moose Legion President 


